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BENT
METAL SHELF
BENT is a metal shelving unit. Its concept is beautifully simple; a rectangular metal sheet is folded 
to a 90 degree angle to create the shelf support, which is then screwed to the wall. This metal 
sheet is riddled with holes of varying sizes, which add a sense of lightness and texture, as well as 
creating interesting and enticing displays of light and shadow. BENT may be used as a solo piece 
to house objects and books; equally, it may be fitted in a group to create a vast and visually ar-
resting wall mounted shelving display. BENT allows for even greater flexibility due to its potential 
to be fixed to the wall in two different configurations.

Size: 600x150x150mm; Material: Steel
Finish: Powder Coated+Lacquered; Colour: Black, White.

Applications: Bookshelf; DVD-CD Unit; Display of general objects.
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Matteo Gerbi is a RIBA architect with over 10 years of experience gained across 
Europe. Having worked on a number of high-profile schemes, he set up Matteo Gerbi 
Limited in 2012 in order to concentrate on private architectural work, art installation 
and product design.  
Matteo always aims to achieve the remarkable in his design by concentrating, in the 
first instance, on function. His preoccupation is with discovering and creating new 
and different ways to make established objects work; the shapes, materials and 
colours used are a natural consequence of this process. His design ethic stems from 
a belief that the start point should not necessarily be a desire to create something 
audacious and different merely for the sake of drawing attention to an object whose 
function is secondary to its striking appearance. Rather, his belief is that aesthetic 
enjoyment often stems from the pleasure taken in how an object works and, flowing 
on from that, how its appearance enhances and complements this efficiency. To date, 
Matteo Gerbi has masterminded such innovative designs as a retractable bridge and 
a series of contempoorary furniture, and is currently working on a number of private 
commissions.
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